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The rail industry is being urged to continue the fight for inclusivity.

That is the message from Shane Andrews MBE, the cover feature of the latest RailDirector – which has
gone online.

You can read the full interview online for free by clicking here.

Over 2,000 copies have already been sent to rail industry leaders and subscribers, but now thousands
more can click here to read the magazine covering everything from track to train.

In this edition Network Rail’s Shane Andrews MBE shares his experiences of increasing LGBT+ awareness
and empowering colleagues to celebrate diversity in the workplace.

He said: “We’ve got a long way to go to be fully inclusive, but it is a fight we need to continue to make
sure it happens,” he said. “I am heartened to see some really, really positive examples of things that are
happening – however it is not always a rosy picture.”
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Also featuring in May’s edition are interviews with Transport for Wales first female Driver and Operations
Trainer and Railway Mission chaplain Mike Roberts.

David McLoughlin, CEO of the Business Daily Group, said: “We’re delighted that the latest magazine is now
online. I’ve thoroughly enjoyed reading it and hope everyone else enjoys it.

“I would like to thank everyone who has contributed, from those who have taken the time to share their
stories to the team, to the organisations which have used our magazine as a platform for success.”

Christian Wiles, who leads the RBDPublications team, says: “We’ve been receiving some wonderful
feedback from those who have received hard copies of the magazine so I hope those reading online will
feel the same.

“Work is well underway on June’s edition with some excellent features lined up and the space to showcase
your organisation is filling up very quickly.”

To find out more about the advertising opportunities available in RailDirector, email Christian at
chris@rbdpublications.com or Freddie at freddie@rbdpublications.com. The magazine has more than
15.000 online readers. You can view previous editions of RailDirector here. More than 50,000 rail industry
professionals subscribe to railbusinessdaily.com’s daily newsletter. Our website receives over 7.2 million
visits a year and our LinkedIn has some of the rail industry’s highest engagement rates.
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